BOOM!

Today, foregoing levity, let us turn our keen young minds to the No. 1 problem facing American colleges today: the population explosion. Almost last week a four year course in Cleveland, Ohio—one of them while carrying a plate of soup. In case you're thinking such a thing couldn't happen anywhere but in Cleveland, Ohio—an eight year old boy who was saved only by the quick thinking of his cat Walter who pushed the plug off the hook with his mustache—died of a heart attack. The coroner's report was that he ate an extra bagel, put the plug back in, and died of a heart attack.

I bring up the population explosion not to alarm you, for I feel certain that you young people have already solved the problem unless you are absolutely oblivious to the fact that the number of people in the world is increasing at an alarming rate. This is not to say that we should not be concerned about the problems that come with increased population, but rather that we should be aware of the fact that it is a complex issue with many factors involved.

Moreover, I believe that the population explosion is not the sole problem facing American colleges today. There are many other issues that need to be addressed, such as the shortage of classrooms, the need for more faculty members, and the increasing costs of education.

As a society, we must work together to find solutions to these problems. It is not enough to simply blame one aspect of the problem on another. Instead, we must look at the bigger picture and work towards creating a more equitable and sustainable society.

In conclusion, while the population explosion is a significant issue, it is not the only problem facing American colleges today. We must continue to work towards finding solutions to all of the challenges we face as a society.